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Martin’s Point Bridge Advisory Committee
Maine Department of Transportation
12th Meeting: Tuesday, July 19, 2011
Martin’s Point Health Care Center – Marine Hospital
331 Veranda Street, Portland
6:00-8:00 pm
Agenda
6:00 pm

Welcome, goals of the meeting – Sally
 Approval of meeting notes

6:05 pm

Update from MaineDOT – Leanne
Status of Request for Proposal release

6:10 pm

Discussion of outcomes of Public Information Meeting – Sally and Leanne
Proposal from Nathan Poore re Falmouth residents’ questions

6:30 pm

Request for Proposals (RFP)
 Discussion of list of aesthetic design items to reference in RFP –
see attached list
 Discussion of relevant RFP sections

7:15 pm

Discussion of Construction Period issues and concerns

7:50 pm

Issues AC members would like to see covered in August meeting

8:00 pm

Adjourn
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Aesthetic Design Items to include in holistic aesthetic design package (2 options to be
provided) called for in RFP


Pier treatments: Is a decorative treatment desired? Would it reinforce the desire
for a bridge that is “slender, elegant and refined with graceful proportions”.



FHWA railing requirements – RFP should require that railings shown are what is
required by governing regulations
o Multi-use path railing – What are the requirements?
o Rail/barrier between multi-use path and shoulder – requirements?
o Would there be a barrier between upstream sidewalk and shoulder?
o Railing on upstream sidewalk – requirements?



All railings should allow visibility to water



Prohibit use of Jersey or other solid barrier.



Type of lighting for multi-use pathway – Specify that this be at railing height but
final choice of lighting will be made with input from Advisory Committee after
bid award.



RFP should indicate that nodes or overlooks for fishing and viewing are the clear
preference of the Advisory Committee. This consideration should be noted in the
scoring of the Community Context, Community Values and Public Involvement
category.
o Discuss with Advisory Committee if seating is desired.



Surfacing materials for road, overlook, multi-use path, shoulders, sidewalk.



Use of color on any elements.



Community transition treatments – signage, landscaping preferences
o Need to discuss for input from Advisory Committee



Parking, park and/or trail opportunities at old abutment depending on alignment
proposed should be indicated as a preference of the Advisory Committee

Renderings required of D-B teams:



Regarding renderings that will be required for proposals: 3D cad renderings are
desired. From what perspectives? At what distance – from Rt 295, from ends of
the bridge, etc.?
What renderings would be specified to be expected from the D-B team post-bed
award for purposes of the Advisory Committee’s considering aesthetic design
recommendations in order to assist them in establishing their budget.
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Summary List of Aesthetic Design Choices that could be considered by Advisory
Committee post bid award
Pier treatments
Railing choices
Lighting for multi-use pathway
Overlooks if included
Surfacing materials for all surfaces
Color on all elements
Signage
Landscaping
Parking on Portland side if chosen alignment allows this
Multi-modal connectivity – specific plans for this
Park and/or trail opportunities
What have we missed?
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